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1. WHAT IS WECHAT$ ?
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According to Hootsuite and We Are Social, after 11
years of construction and development, Wechat has
becom ncy is a digital asset built by Wechat. This is the
financial infrastructure and premise for Wechat to reach
out and cover the world.
Wechat$ operates on a blockchain technology platform that is not managed by the Chinese government.
Wechat$ is an original cryptocurrency of Wechat;
however, it does not run on the Wechat native chain,
instead it is a BEP-20 standard token based on the Binance Smart Chain blockchain platform.
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2. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION
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According to Reuters, a bill dated on June 9, 2021 to make Bitcoin become a legal currency was passed by the Legislative Assembly of El Sanvador. Faced with that opportunity and challenge, WechatPay Corporation quickly contacted and registered the digital
currency business in El Salvador.
WeChat$ is managed by WechatPay Association (WechatPay Association Company). WechatPay Association is a non-profit association and an independent organization registered in the Republic of El Salvador in June 2021 in accordance with the relevant laws of
the Republic of El Salvador. WeChatPay Association was established with the mission of creating breakthroughs in core blockchain
technology and integrating blockchain technology into other industries. Wechat will expand to public chain, digital asset & wallet trading, earning team, proprietary investment, incubation and Digital Asset Research, etc
Headquarter: Pol # 3 Casa 6, Av el Majahual, Playa San Blas, El Salvador
Telephone: +503.7733.3189
Website: www.wechatusd.com
The main function of the Association is to promote and connect the Wechat$ digital currency to financial funds. All activities of
the WechatPay Association are voted by the board of members and administrators based on their percentage of Wechat$ shares ownership to make joint decisions on development policy and some other important activities.
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3. MAIN PARAMETERS
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Name: Wechat$
Ticker: wechat
Token standard: BEP20 – Binance Smart Chain
Smart contract: 0xb46a7c76a647fc049859a942af4fb433812df388
Type: Governance, Utility
Total supply: 360,000,000 Wechat
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4. IDEAS OF WECHAT COIN?
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After the Legislative Assembly of El Salvador passed the cryptocurrency law, Tencent determined that Wechat$ will be the official
currency to support the development of the WeChatPay ecosystem, marking its encroachment into the electronic money industry.
By the end of 2021, Wechat$ will be integrated on WeChatPay application; WeChatPay platform will then be more complete,
allow cryptocurrency projects to store and convert capital (Fixed Swap Pools), and bring a lot of benefits to investors.

WITH THE WECHATPAY PLATFORM, YOU CAN:
Make compatible with EVM, so it will support all available tools of Ethereum with faster transaction time and cheaper cost.
Perform cross-chain swaps, supported by the WeChat ecosystem which can provide higher throughput for cheaper and faster
transactions while still connecting to the Binance Smart Chain & Ethereum Network and other blockchains for liquidity.
Administer on-chain with Smart Chain through PoS consensus mechanism and combine with 21 transaction validators to bring
decentralization and increase the decision-making capacity of the community of users.
Launch the Tencent private blockchains in Q1 2022.
Build smart contracts, games and expandable DApps
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5. PROMINENT ADVANTAGES
01

Extremely low transaction fee.
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$

Decentralized administration.
- Each individual who participates in the network, has a voice and can contribute to the system. The Wechat$ owned amount will be the proof of stake so that each investor has the
right to vote when an important issue needs to be approved.
- Owning Wechat$ for more than 22 days will prove that it is an "investor" (not a "trader"). All investor will receive a portion of the interest; interest paid from Reward (8%).
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Wide acceptance.
As a highly regarded currency, Wechat$ has been integrated by many electronic wallet providers. The providers are Trust Wallet, Trubi Wallet, Ledger (Hardware Wallet),
CoolWallet (Hardware Wallet), Magnum Wallet, Coinomi Wallet, Math Wallet, SafePal Wallet (Hardware Wallet) and Trezor, etc. Wechat$ has full support features for the Binance
Virtual Machine, and thus the Binance engine works remarkably. Trust Wallet, Trubi Wallet, MetaMask, and all your favorite Binance tools.
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Powerful system.
Wechat$ proudly has creating blocks time in 5 seconds, cross-chain cryptographic assets transfer, EVM compatibility, and Proof of Staked Authority consensus protocol to
ensure scalability. Interoperability between two blockchains will create high performance DApps that give a fast and smooth experience.
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Security.
The networks will be independent in terms of administration, but security is always fully guaranteed. The weakness of Pow and PoS is that there needs to be a large enough community to ensure security. But this is quite challenging with small and new projects which Wechat$ will act as the link, so that small chains can operate safely from the very beginning.
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Cross-chain DeFi mechanism.
Helps to improve DeFi interoperability, support funding and launch multiple projects.
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6. TOKEN ALLOCATION
6.1 Allocation wechat$

Team and Advisors

25%
Ecosystem reserve

Public Fundraiser

10%
10% 8%

Marketing

32%
15%

Angel Investor

Reward
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6. TOKEN ALLOCATION
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6.2 Token release schedule
Token release schedule
1. Public Fundraiser: (32%)
(See next slide)
2. Angel Investor: (15%)
Locked for 12 months; then 25% per month for 4 months.
3. Bonus: (8%)
8% of the maximum total token supply will go to holders and third-party
developers who have built apps using Wechat$. Bonus is paid once a month;
bonus margin (2.5%-4.5%) on total 45-day holdings.
4. Marketing: (10%)
20% unlocked before listing, then 6.67% per month for 12 months
5. Ecosystem reserve: (10%)
Locked for 1 year since launching, then 25% every quarter.
6. Team and advisors: (25%)
Locked for 18 months then unlock 25% every quarter
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6. TOKEN ALLOCATION
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6.2.1 Public Fundraiser: (32%)
Wechat is expected to raise capital in 2 rounds:

PRE-SEED ROUND – JUNE 2021
Project

WeChat

PancakeSwap is a decentralized exchange for swapping

Start time

00:00 June 30,2021 (UTC -6)

BEP20 tokens on Binance Smart Chain. PancakeSwap uses

End time

20:00 July 22, 2021 (UTC -6)

against a liquidity pool. Such pools are filled with users’ funds.

https://pancakeswap.finance/

LP) tokens in return. They can use those tokens to reclaim

Listing exchange
IDO Price
Quantity sold
Personal Limit
Accept

$0.1/wechat

an automated market maker (AMM) model where users trade
They deposit them into the pool, receiving liquidity provider (or
their share, plus a portion of the trading fees.
The LP tokens are called FLIP tokens. PancakeSwap also

46.080.000 tokens

allows users to farm additional tokens – CAKE and SYRUP. On

$50 – $300

process that rewards users with CAKE. Users can stake CAKE

USDT

the farm, users can deposit LP tokens, locking them up in a
tokens to receive SYRUP, which will have further functionality
as governance tokens (and as tickets in a lotteries).
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6. TOKEN ALLOCATION
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6.2.1 Public Fundraiser: (32%)
Wechat is expected to raise capital in 2 rounds:

EARLY STAGE ROUND – DECEMBER 2021
Project

WeChat

PancakeSwap is a decentralized exchange for swapping

Start time

00:00 Nov 22, 2021 (UTC -6)

BEP20 tokens on Binance Smart Chain. PancakeSwap uses

End time

20:00 Dec 22, 2021 (UTC -6)

against a liquidity pool. Such pools are filled with users’ funds.

https://pancakeswap.finance/

LP) tokens in return. They can use those tokens to reclaim

Listing exchange
IDO Price
Quantity sold
Personal Limit
Accept

$0.1/wechat

an automated market maker (AMM) model where users trade
They deposit them into the pool, receiving liquidity provider (or
their share, plus a portion of the trading fees.
The LP tokens are called FLIP tokens. PancakeSwap also

69.120.000 tokens

allows users to farm additional tokens – CAKE and SYRUP. On

$500 – $3000

process that rewards users with CAKE. Users can stake CAKE

USDT

the farm, users can deposit LP tokens, locking them up in a
tokens to receive SYRUP, which will have further functionality
as governance tokens (and as tickets in a lotteries).
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6. TOKEN ALLOCATION
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6.3 Wechat coin Reward event
According to the announcement from WeChatPay, it will regularly deduct a part of its revenue from Wechat Contract network
and reward holders who possess over 9999 Wechat$ from (2.5% -4.5%) of total coins held.

REQUIREMENT
Quantity: > 9999 Wechat$

PURPOSE
Easily assessing the circulating
supply in the market, preventing

Hold time in Wechat$ wallet > 45 days
(During these 45 days, there must be no outbound Wechat$ transfers)

price manipulation on exchanges

Data closing time: Last day of the month

reducing the slippage rate of this

Time of payment: 3rd day of the following month.

and fixing problems, as well as
token. Those are the reasons why
Wechat$ attracts many investors

Input: Amount paid wechat$ taken from Rewards wallet.
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7. DEVELOPMENT ROUTE
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Phase

The project will start with the launch of Minimum viable product on the Binance Smart
Chain platform.
The purpose of this phase is to test the ability to sell and exchange tokens, gather people's
feedback, and prepare for a robust infrastructure that will likely migrate to the WeChat network.

Phase

This phase will be the full launch of the product based on Wechat network environment.
Completing WeChat 2.0 will allow projects to raise funds on Wechat network or other
tokens based on Wechat$ that the project chooses to raise funds.

1

2a
Phase

2b

The platform will provide cross-chain pools and sell tokens by leveraging Tencent
wallet’s bridges such as BTC, ETH, BNB and USDT.
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8. DETAILED DEVELOPMENT ROUTE

- Complete the pre-seed sale
- Launch HMM.
- Integrate into Trust Wallet.
- Airdrop, open sale and DEX list.
- Support Multi-language.

2nd
quarter
of 2021

WHITE PAPER WECHAT$-WECHAT

3rd
quarter
of 2021

- Complete Security Audit.
- Implement marketing plan to users.
- Integrate the management system and functions of DeFi.
- Launch referral program.
- Integrate NFTB and fiat as a means of payment.
- By the end of Q3/2021, integrated Wechat$ voting system
- Develop Wechat$ with open source code with the programming
language Move

- Launch cross-chain bridge 2.0
- WeChat2.0 - cross-chain token pools (Binance and Polkadot)
- Successfully integrate Wechat$ into WeChatPay system
- Private pools with passwords, ideal for OTC.
- Anti-scam features: anti-scam features such as smart contract
verification.
- Tencent Private Blockchain

- Deploy a decentralized governance system.
- Implement Cross-chain i and API functionality.
- WeChat1.0 (WeChat Beta) - Beta on Binance Smart Chain
- Launch DeFi arbitrage
- Release Wechat private wallet
- Release the currency of USDW

4th
quarter
of 2021

1st
quarter
of 2022

- Successfully integrate Wechat$ into MasterCard and
Visa systems
- Launch the launching platform NFT
- NFT app for WeSure insurance product

2nd
quarter
of 2022

3rd
& 4th
quarter
of 2022

WeChat 3.0 - Official cross-chain token exchange.
Synchronize the Tencent network with other
blockchain networks
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9. HOW TENCENT MAKES MONEY WITH WECHAT COIN

The WeChatPay subsidiary created by Tencent will be
responsible for the development and management of
Wechat$ transactions. Tencent will make money through
WeChatPay creating application-based products on
Wechat$.
For example, the WeChatPay electronic wallet allows
users to transfer money to each other, the money transfer
fee after each transaction is Tencent's source of income
thanks to wechat$. Low fees and fast money transfer are
Tencent's advantages to compete with traditional banks.
It is known that Tencent is holding 5% shares of Tesla
and 12% shares of Snap, the parent company of SnapChat
app. Therefore, in the future we will soon see handshakes
between WeChat$ and service industry giants like Tesla
and SnapChat. Wechat$ will soon become an
indispensable currency in daily life.
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10. HOW TO OWN WECHAT COIN?

The essence of Wechat$ is cloning Ethereum's Blockchain
when combining 2 algorithms, PoS (Proof of Stake) and PoSA
(Proof of Stake Authority) to initialize the blockchain.
Therefore, Wechat$ cannot be mined, instead with PoSA (BSC
network) participants can bet BNB to become validators. If they
provide a valid block, they will receive transaction fees from its
transactions.
In addition, investors can buy directly through IDO sales on the
DEX exchange.
In December 2021 investors can use Wechat$ to lend with a fixed
profit on WeChatPay wallet platform.
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11. Storage wallet
WeChatPay has planned to launch its own electronic wallet to store
Wechat$ by the end of Q4 2021. Currently, Wechat$ can be hosted
with any operating system, including desktop, web and mobile
devices. Such as: MetaMask, Trust Wallet, Trubi Wallet, Ledger
(Hardware Wallet), CoolWallet (Hardware Wallet), Magnum Wallet,
Coinomi Wallet, Math Wallet, SafePal Wallet (Hardware Wallet) and
Trezor, etc.

12. How to use Wechat Coin?
When Wechat$ is integrated into the WeChatPay and SnapChat
e-wallet will allow users to transfer money on mobile devices to
anyone after installing the WeChat app and registering on their
mobile phones. Expected time is the end of Q4 2021.
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13. MANAGEMENT TEAM
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The development team of the WeChat Coin project consists of more than 45 members worldwide and ten experienced advisors.
The majority of the staff are engineers who focus on developing the core platform as well as creating decentralized applications.
The rest of the team take care of business activities such as community management, advertisement and jurisdiction, etc.
The WeChat Coin project is backed by Tencent Holdings; under the direction of CEO Jeremy Millar, the project has started to
launch since June 2021.
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13. MANAGEMENT TEAM
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Jeremy Millar is a former Chief of Staff at ConsenSys, a leading global blockchain &
digital asset company. Jeremy started his career as one of the first Java architects at
Oracle, before moving into strategic and sales management roles, both within Oracle
and at a number of startups. He went on to complete an MBA at Oxford University
before joining the M&A team at Goldman Sachs. Jeremy is a founding partner of Magister Advisors, which advises fintech and SaaS companies across Europe.
Over the past five years, he has served a number of companies in both full-time and
part-time roles. During this time, he collaborated with teams to launch successful
ICOs and IEOs, handled token management and allocation, contributed to the development and publication of white papers, and produced weekly reports on trends in the
blockchain ecosystem, collaborating with external teams to develop and run marketing campaigns. After a long time acting as the Chief of staff for ConsenSys, he now
advises and runs the Wechat coin project from June 2021.

Jeremy Millar, CEO

More information about CEO WeChat$:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jemillar/
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14. ROLES OF THE WECHATPAY ASSOCIATION IN THE PROJECT – BULL CASE

Behind the Wechat project are giants like Tencent, SnapChat, Alphabet, MasterCard or Visa. Wechat cryptocurrency
has a similar platform to Bitcoin; Binance or Ethereum. In particular, the Wechat storage wallet will be integrated into
WeChatPay applications, which will be the premise for the price increase when WeChatPay is fully integrated, expected at
the end of Q4 2021.
Although WeChatPay Association claims to operate on a decentralized platform, in essence it is still a WeChat project
built by WeChat’s engineers and partners to build a blockchain system and other features. In brief, Wechat has its own
currency and specific anti-money laundering and security policies, acting as a global multinational bank.
Furthermore, the Association will promote the blockchain platform and develop Wechat$ with open source code with the
programming language Move (this is a programming language similar to Ethereum's solidity language) and companies
which accept Wechat$ for payments, promotions and possibly rewards for users.
Currently, there are quite a few virtual currencies like Wechat, Wechat's technology is very powerful and potential,
with a good development team and a clear development route. What we evaluate a project to invest in is based on the idea,
technology, project development team and the problems they solve, Wechat is a potential project in the future, you can add
it to your long-term portfolio.
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15. WECHAT COIN’S GROWTH PREDICTION

If you have some capital, you should invest and store this currency because in the future Wechat will increase because of the value of
this. The first factor is innovative and very disruptive technology. This
problem has been analyzed quite a lot in the previous sections. Next,
Wechat is based on the inherent strength of WeChatPay, it has the ability to reach a wider user network than all other cryptocurrencies.
Currently, there are an estimated 35 million blockchain wallets in
the world, through which we can estimate the number of users participating in investing and using cryptocurrencies globally. WeChat is a
social network with 1.1 billion users, this number is up to 32 times the
number of people with crypto wallets, which not all digital currencies
have. So, if 30% of Wechat accounts use Wechat$, this cryptocurrency
has a number of users up to 330 million which is 10 times the number
of users in the worldwide crypto community nowadays.
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Thank You!

